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Introduction 
 
Dragon® software provides the capability to dictate into a microphone and allow the application to 
transcribe. Once installed, you dictate into email messages, Microsoft® applications, and other supported 
applications. You can use Dragon® software to specify commands to open programs and navigate 
menus. You can also use Dragon® to navigate the web, by dictating web pages and links.   
 

 

 

Objectives 

This manual will provide the information necessary to: 

 Log in to Dragon® software 

 Perform dictations 

 Make corrections 

 Optimize functionality 

 Set up user preferences  
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Dragon® Setup 

Access Dragon® by double-clicking the icon on your desktop. 
 

 
 
When you launch Dragon®, this login box will open.  Type in your network username and password. 
 

 
 

 
 

The user‟s profile will appear in the box.  If the profile has not been created, it will not be in the box.  The 
user will be prompted to create a profile. 

 
 

Click on 
advanced to 

set the 
server 

location. 

Type 

dragonnms 

Check this box 

Click open 
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Once you have logged in, the system will prompt you to begin training Dragon® because there are no 
audio files stored for you.  Click OK and follow the prompts that appear on the screen.  

Note: You must have your microphone connected for the system to recognize your voice.  

 

 

 
 

By following the prompts, the system will conduct a quality and voice check. Once the check is 

completed, you are able to complete general training for Dragon®. General training consists of reading a 

selected passage so that the system can „learn‟ your voice.  
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Components of the Dragon® Bar 

Use the Dragon® Bar to navigate and access functions necessary to dictate and to expand options while 
performing dictations. The default Dragon® Bar location is at the top of your screen when Dragon® is 
open. You can move it based on your personal preferences.  

 

The Dragon® Icon  

When you want to change the settings of where the Dragon® Bar appears on the screen, click the 
Dragon® icon. Choose the appropriate mode to manage how the Dragon® bar is displayed on your 
screen.  

 

 
The Microphone Icon and Volume Display  

The microphone icon and volume display is controlled from the Dragon® toolbar.  

 

To change the settings: 

 Click the microphone icon to turn the microphone on and off.  

 When the icon is red and horizontal, the microphone is off.  

 When the microphone icon appears green and vertical, the microphone is on and the program is 
ready for you to dictate.  

When you are dictating, the volume indicator will indicate how well the program is hearing your voice by 
movement and color changes.  

 

 Green color and expansion to the right indicates that the system hears you well.  

 Yellow color and contraction indicates that you have paused.  

 No color indicates that the microphone is turned off or is not responding.  

 Gray indicates the microphone is in Sleep Mode. 
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Functionality Indicator  

Typically, Dragon® Medical voice commands works in any text section of an application. The Full Text 
Control indicator turns green when you are in an application or window where all of Dragon® functionality 
is supported.  

 

There are some windows, however, where the functionality is limited. When you start dictating into a non-
standard window, the Dragon® Bar will display the message, „Dictating into a non-standard window” to let 
you know that some functionality may not work.  

 
Menus 

The menus on the Dragon® Bar contain the commands you can use while working in Dragon®.  

 
 

Message Area  

A message box appears to the right side of the menus on the Dragon® Bar. Any messages related to the 
status of Dragon®, etc., will appear here.  Close this box by selecting Tools-> Options -> Show 
Messages.  

 

 

 
Correction Option 

The correction option allows you to stop recording and correct text within the dictation.   

 

 
Playback Toolbar  

Contains the following controls that control the playback of dictation: 

 
 Begin playback  

 Stop playback  

 Skip backward a few words  

 Skip forward a few words  
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Transcribe Button  

By selecting the Transcribe button, you are able to transcribe recordings of dictation made on portable 
recorders. 

 

User Profile  

Select the user profile option (your name) to access your Dragon® profile. This will display general 
information, including which Dragon® vocabulary that you are using.  
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Starting Dictations 

You can begin a dictation by opening Dragon®, clicking within a text box in the 
appropriate application, and following the steps below.  
 

1. Put on the microphone and position it correctly.  

2. Click in the program you want to dictate into to make that 
window active.  

3. Turn on the microphone.  

4. Start talking and watch your words appear on the screen.  

 

Dictation Basics 

In Dragon®, dictate just as if you were talking into a microphone. For example, to dictate the sentence, 
“The results are negative,” you would simply speak the text and say “period” to end it.  

Additional text control commands are listed below.  

To... Say…  

Start a new Line “New line” 

Start a new paragraph “New paragraph” 

Enter a punctuation symbol Say the name of the punctuation symbol, such as “question 
mark” 

Enter all caps “All caps” 

Turn Caps Lock On “Caps on” 

Turn Caps Lock Off “Caps off” 

Un-capitalize text “Uncap that” 

Set the font face “Set font” followed by the font that you want (i.e. Arial, Times 
New Roman, Courier, Palatino) 

Set the font style “Set font” followed by the style you want (i.e. Bold, Italics, 
Underline, Plain” 

Set the font size  “Set size” followed by the size that you want (i.e. 12) 

Make Dragon® stop listening “Go to sleep.” Dragon will ignore everything else that you say 
until you tell it to wake up by saying “Wake Up” or “Listen to 
Me.”  

Find out options that you can say 
in the box / application that you 
are in 

“What can I do?” 

Select an option within a program “Click...” (i.e. Minimize, Maximize, Restore, Close, Start) 
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Dictating Numbers 

In Dragon®, enter numbers by saying them.  

To... Say…  

Turn number mode on “Numbers mode on”   

Turn number mode off “Numbers mode off” 

Dictate a number Say the number 

Enter a decimal point “Point” (i.e. 65.21 would be six five point two one” 

Enter a zero “0” or “zero”  

Dates The date with the slashes included (i.e. five slash fifteen slash 
two thousand and eleven  05/15/2011)  

 

Dictating Punctuation 

Add punctuation by saying the name of the punctuation mark that you want to use.  

To... Say…  

Add a comma “Comma” 

Add a period “Period” 

Add an exclamation point “Exclamation point” 

Add a question mark  “Question mark” 

Add a hyphen  “Hyphen” 

Add a colon “Colon” 

Add a percent sign “Percent” 
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Dictating by Spelling 

Spell words that Dragon® does not recognize or uncommon words or names.  

To… Say…  

Dictate by spelling “Spell” and the letters of the word that you want to enter. When 
the correct word appears, select the number that corresponds 
to the word by saying “Choose” (i.e. Choose 3). Then say “OK.”  

 

 

Dragon Recognition Modes 

Dragon® software has several modes available that will allow the dictation of speech.  
 
Numbers Mode Dragon® only recognizes numeric values, commands, and punctuation.  
 
Spell Mode Dragon® accepts letters, numbers, commands, and punctuation – 

accommodating for unique words and letter sequences.  
 
Command Mode The only information that dragon accepts is command statements.  
 
Dictation Mode All dialogue is interpreted as dictation, with a few command exceptions.  
  
Hidden Mode Operates the same as normal mode; sends dictated information to a dictation 

box, which is not displayed on the screen.  
 
Normal Mode The default mode for dictation in Dragon®. Normal mode accepts numeric, 

command, and word entries and is able to distinguish between each.  
 
 
Note: To change a mode, select the Words menu and choose the mode that you want to use. 
Alternatively, you can also say the name of the mode (i.e. “Numbers mode”).  
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Correcting Dictations 

Correct items that have been entered incorrectly in Dragon® by using the command “correct.” To correct 
text, say “Correct.” A text box will display, prompting you to select the item number that you want to 
correct. Say the item number that matches your correction by saying “Choose” and the item number (i.e. 
Choose 4).  

 

 

To... Say…  

Correct text “Select” or “Correct.”  A text box will display prompting you to select 
the item number that you want to correct.  

Erase the last thing that you said “Scratch that” or “Correct that” 

Cut text “Cut that” 

Delete specific lines, characters, 
or paragraphs 

“Delete” followed by the appropriate line or paragraph (i.e. Delete 
next paragraph, Delete last line, Delete previous character)  
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Using Dragon® to Navigate on Your PC or Laptop 

Dragon provides the capability to access programs and the World Wide Web using commands that you 

dictate.  

 

 To... Say…  

Start a Program “Start…” and the name of the program. Note: Not all programs 
will support this feature.  

Open Internet Explorer “Start Internet Explorer” 

Open a Document or Folder from 
the window menu 

“Start…” and the name of the document or folder (i.e. My 
Documents) 

Switch between windows  “Switch to…” and the name of the application that is open.  

Open a desktop icon  The name of the icon (i.e. My Computer) 

Press a keyboard combination “Press..” and the keyboard combination (i.e. Control Z) Note: 
Dragon does not recognize Ctrl + Alt + Del  

Press keypad keys  “Press…” and the keypad number (i.e. any number 0 through 
9) 

 

Note: When you say ‘www’, Dragon® knows that you are entering a web address.  
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Accessing the Dragon® Medical Tutorial  

For additional assistance while working in Dragon®, you can access the Dragon® Tutorial by selecting 
Help  Tutorial from the Dragon Bar. The tutorial contains hyperlinks to view additional information.  
 

 


